
QualityLine has more than 25 years of experience in the 

manufacturing industry. We put intelligence into your  

manufacturing data so you can quickly improve efficiency of 

the manufacturing process and keep the best quality of your 

products. Our solution was acknowledged by global companies, 

providing a significant value with quick Return On Investment.

Manufacturing Analytics 360°

Automated Data Integration

Field Performance Analytics 

QualityLine  is  the only solution that automatically integrates  with 
your worldwide manufacturing data and creates an advanced 

diagnostics analytics for you

Gain complete control
across your entire global manufacturing 
operations. Fully functional analytics 
implementation by AI technology that sets up 
the analytics for you to quickly improve quality 
and efficiency of your products.

Automatic Interpretation
of any of your data sources from any location 
worldwide by QualityLine technology to power 
your operarions.

QualityLine is the only automated data integration solution that 
automatically maps unlimited data sources into one database. 

No API, no hardware installation. 

Technology designed to 
simplify the complex integration
and harmonization of manufacturing data, 
allowing for consistent automated movement 
and delivery of data to manage industrial 
processes across a wide range of applications.

Automated integration system 

will continuously and automatically collects and 
harmonizes all accumulated data to provide 
greater visibility and gain end-to-end global 
control over your entire manufacturing chain.

Monitor and optimize products performance in the market to 
quickly and accurately correlate with manufacturing data to 

improve quality and reduce product returns.

MTBF
Mean Time 

Between Failures 

SLA
Services level 
performance 

DOA
Dead On Arrival 

RMA
% Returned products 

AI Diagnostics analytics to power your 
manufacturing quality and efficiency globally

Any types of data>   ANY saved manufacturing data sources> 
  >Manual data   >Machines   >testing stations   >Sensors

Real time 
monitoring of 

Key Performance 
Indicators

First Pass Yield, 
Total Yield, PPM, 

Rolled Throughput 
Yield, failure rate

Six sigma process 
control

Request a demo at: www.quality-line.com   |   info@quality-line.com

http://quality-line.com
info@quality-line.com
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